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1. Summary of PLAR Report
1.1 Team Members

Figure 1: The BEAR Team at Bragg Farms

Team Name: Lenoir-Rhyne Ballooning, Engineering And Rocketry (BEAR) Team
Mailing address: 625 7th Ave NE, Hickory, NC 28601
Team Website: https://LRUrocketry.org/
Project Manager: Juan Leonel Hernández
Safety Officer: Joseph Johnson

Team Leads:
Mechanical Team Leader

Recovery Team Leader

❖ Erik Carranza

❖ Jake Robinson

Rocketry Team Leader

Electrical Team Leader

❖ Aaron Kennedy

❖ Juan Hernández

Other Team Members:
❖ Brett Haas- Rocketry & Recovery
Team

❖ Tony DeCenzo- Electrical Team

❖ Zach King - Mechanical Team

❖ Joseph Johnson- Electrical Team

❖ Táles Miranda- Mechanical Team

❖ Spencer Furches- Mechanical Team

NAR/TRA Mentor:
●
●
●
●
●

Douglas Knight, Ph.D
Address: 173 Backcreek Ln, Statesville, NC 28677
Email: dougchar001@gmail.com Phone: (336) 909-1711
TRA Level 2 Certified # 10294
NAR Level 2 Certified # 93831

1.2 Vehicle Motor Configuration
The finalized motor chosen and reviewed in the previous milestone reports was the K660
by Cesaroni Technology Inc. This motor was used for the final launch at Bragg Farms on April
8, 2018. The total length of the motor was 22.5” (57.2 cm) with a diameter of 2.1” (5.4 cm). The
motor’s mass was 1,949 g with the maximum thrust of 1,079 N. There is a nominal 17-second
delay for the motor with a 3.7 second burn time. According to the simulations, the motor
projected the altitude of the rocket at 5,534 feet from OpenRocket and 5,678 feet from RockSim.
This exceeded the target altitude of 5,280 feet, but the team believed it was beneficial to
overestimate the target, since launch rail angle can decrease calculated apogee.

1.3 Launch Vehicle Summary

Figure 2: Big Bear in Openrocket Simulator

The launch vehicle, known as Big Bear, has a length of 78” with a maximum diameter of
6”. The power series nose cone is 6” long and is 3D printed out of ABS. The upper airframe is
30” long and has an outer diameter of 6”. The transition length is 6” in length with a fore
shoulder length of 2.5” and an aft shoulder length of 2”. The transition is hollow as it was needed
to house the avionics bay and tracking system. The lower body tube is constructed to a length of
36” with a 4” outer diameter. Four clipped delta fins are positioned at the base of the rocket,
Furthermore, the root chord measures 9”, and the tip chord measures 2”. Each fin has a height of
4.5”, a sweep length of 7.2” and the sweep angle of the leading edge of the fin is 58 degrees. The
upper airframe of the rocket has a combined mass of 14.23 pounds, and the fin can has a mass of
8.27 pounds. The total mass of the current design of the Big Bear rocket is 22.5 pounds.
1.3.1 Recovery System Summary

Figure 3: Recovery Diagram

Once the rocket was launched, the ejection charge at apogee from the motor separated the
fin can and the transition into two sections at approximately 5,534 feet. Two fail-safe ejection
charges were integrated at apogee to maximize the chances of success. The energetics were
deployed by the StratologgerCF and Marsa 54 at the respected altitude. Once the fin can
separated from the transition, a Top Flight 12” classical elliptical drogue parachute along with 30
feet of tubular nylon slowed the descent of the rocket until approximately 700 ft. The descent
velocity was 85.78 ft/s and was calculated with the kinetic energy of 2370.5 ft-lbs.
At approximately 700 feet, the second ejection charge by the StratologgerCF, located in
front of the altimeter bay, separated the payload section from the rest of the rocket. The fail-safe
charge integrated by the Marsa54 also activated. It was programmed to deploy its charge at 500
feet, which was 200 feet below the other charge to avoid excess forces at any one point in time.
The energetic charge caused two parachutes to deploy. The main parachute, a military surplus
60” classical elliptical chute connected to 18 feet of tubular nylon, descended with the fin can,
transition, and half of the upper airframe. The calculated descent velocity of the rocket was 21
ft/sec, with a kinetic energy of 77 ft-lbs.
At approximately the same time of the deployment of the main parachute, the payload
parachute deployed, slowing the flight of the airframe, nose cone, the rover vehicle, mechanical
components, and electrical equipment back safely to earth. The parachute used for this section
was a Top Flight 54” Classical elliptical chute tied to 18 feet of tubular nylon attached to a U-

bolt at the coupler’s bulkhead. The descent velocity was estimated to be about 23.3 ft/sec and
when the payload landed it held a kinetic energy of 72.7 ft-lbs, if it would have stayed together.

1.4 Payload Section Separation

Figure 4: Internal Components of Payload Section

The payload section, which contained the Lil’ Bear Rover, was planned to separate using
a spring-loaded mechanism. This mechanism used a Nichrome burn wire circuit that burned
through a nylon string that was tied around the compressed spring. Once the nylon string was
burned, and the spring tension was released. Had the payload section safely descended to Earth,
this would have resulted in the separation of the payload section, allowing the rover to exit from
its housing. The Nichrome burn wire initiation used an Xbee-Arduino communications system
that was controlled from the ground station. The Xbee Communication system was critical for
the separation of the payload section and mission success.

2. Big Bear Launch Vehicle

Figure 3: Big Bear in Flight

2.1 Flight Day Summary

At approximately 12:00 pm, April 8th, Big Bear was launched from Bragg Farms with a 4degree angle into the wind. From the video provided by NASA, the team can evaluate 20% of
the flight that was not blocked by clouds. Furthermore, when the rocket's propellant was ignited,
the vehicle experienced no issues off the rail -- delay, chuffing by the motor, or any ignition
issues (Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuqECOShHBo ). After the rocket
cleared the rail following motor ignition, Big Bear did not seem to experience any precessing
about the long axis of the rocket. The launch vehicle exited the rail at a stable velocity and
ascended straight up and into the glare of the sun. The ascension of the rocket was straight and
true. During the flight, communications from the Xbee’s and Beeline trackers were established
throughout the entire flight, except for the Xbee communication system since trees and the land
blocked the signal. Furthermore, the team or people around us were unable to witness any events
that occurred after 2,000 feet. However, the NASA Student Launch Facebook live page was able
to capture the last seconds as the rocket landed in the trees, which we were unaware of. Since the
vehicle was launch in the direction of the wind, it experienced a high drift from the launch pad.

Figure 5: Fin Can & Transition caught in the trees

This resulted in the rocket drifting past the irrigation system and 40 feet into the tree line.
As stated previously, the team did not witness any events after launch; luckily, the recovery team
was able to locate the rocket's position by the trackers. The fin can and transition landed in a 50
feet high tree, while the payload section experienced issues that will be addressed in Section 3.
After two hours of attempting to recover the rocket and trying multiple techniques to get it down,
the team's final decision was to use a rather thick vine that was hanging near the vehicle.
Therefore, the team swung the vine around until the rockets shock cord was coiled around the
cord. Using the weight of four team members hanging from the vine, this method helped the
team retrieve the remainder of the rocket, and the altitude was scored by NASA coordinators.

2.2 Vehicle Specifications and Flight Predictions
Weight of Individual Components

Fin Can (lbs.)

Transition/Main Parachute Bay (lbs.)

Four Fins

0.51

3D Printed Transition

1.20

Centering Rings

0.13

Phenolic Airframe

1.06

Negative Retention

0.14

Transition Bulkhead

0.04

Motor Mount Tube

0.34

Altimeter Bay*

0.71

K660 Cesaroni Technology

4.30

Aft Bulkhead

0.14

Drogue Shock Cord

0.55

Fore Bulkhead

0.19

Phenolic Body Tube

1.70

Counterweight

1.10

Drogue Parachute

0.04

Ejection Charge Bulkhead

0.25

Epoxy

0.42

Main Parachute Shock Cord

0.23

Launch log

0.14

Main Parachute

0.61

Payload Section (lbs.)
Payload Shock Cord

0.32

Payload Parachute

0.29

Rover Housing

0.97

Spring Mechanism

1.46

Lil’ Bear

1.20

Rover Deploy. Electronics*

0.99

Nosecone

1.35

Payload Coupler

0.50

Payload Airframe

1.20

Bulkhead

0.42

In the table shown above, one can see the individual specification of each component’s
weight that composed Big Bear. The mass of the fin can section is 8.27 lbs, the mass of the main
bay is 5.53 lbs, and the mass of the payload section is 8.70 pounds. During further testing of the
rover after FRR, the team noticed that the spikes on the shell caused the rover not to travel
efficiently. Therefore, the team decided to reduce the number of spikes to ten. This resulted in
the alteration of the vehicle's weight in the FRR of 22.7 pounds to 22.5 pounds.

Performance Predictions

OpenRocket

RockSim

Weight (lbs) with Motor

22.5

Weight (lbs) with Motor

22.4

Max Acceleration (ft/s^2)

319

Max Acceleration (ft/s^2)

535

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s)

71.4

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s)

N/A

Maximum Velocity (ft/s)

655

Maximum Velocity (ft/s)

651

Velocity at Deployment (ft/s)

109

Velocity at Deployment (ft/s)

121

Altitude Deployment of Drogue
Parachute (ft)

5534

Altitude Deployment of
Drogue Parachute (ft)

5678

Altitude Deployment of Main
and Payload Parachute (ft)

700

Altitude Deployment of Main
and Payload Parachute (ft)

700

The OpenRocket simulator predicted the apogee altitude with a four-degree angle and
seven mph wind at 5,534 feet. The RockSim simulator predicted the apogee at 5,678 feet.
Though this estimate overshoots the target apogee, the team acknowledges that it is easier to
angle and orientation the rail in a direction that is safe and reaches the targeted altitude.

2.3 Flight Analysis and Results

According to the Stratologger CF Data, the primary altimeter, the flight reached a max
velocity of 743 ft/s, and the max acceleration measured 8.78Gs. The rocket was angled four
degrees into the wind. As a result, it reached an altitude of 5,564 feet (greater than the target
altitude), but still under the limit set by the waiver. The graphs above show the altitude (in blue)
and velocity (in red) for the rocket.

Sections

Mass (kg)

Velocity(m/s)

Kinetic Energy
(Ft-lbs)

Fin Can/Main Parachute Bay

5.50

6.4

76.7

Nose Cone/Payload Section

3.90

*Unknown

*Unknown

Big Bear Vehicle

10.30

20.33

1570

* The data for the payload section was unrecoverable.
The kinetic energies were found to be much higher than expected. However, this was most likely
due to not taking into account the actual velocity that the payload would have after coming down
to 700 ft. This would be a plausible reason as to why the shear pins might have broken off during
the release of the parachute. The force trying to slow the payload section combined with the
falling force would have torn the section apart causing it to free fall.

2.4 Results vs Predictions
The total altitude reached for the rocket was 5564 feet, which was over the altitude
predicted in the simulations by 30 feet. The team thought that the simulations would be under by
approximately 100-200 feet since previous flights showed that tolerance. The team did not take
into account the slickness of the vehicles airframe which lowered the drag force. In addition, the
vehicle was never flown using this motor before, therefore, we could not take into account motor
variation or other variables that could help bring down our predicted altitude in the simulations.
Also, The K-660 had an immediate burn upon ignition resulting in a higher altitude.
Furthermore, if the rocket was not angled at 4-degrees then the vehicle would have most likely
broke waiver and disqualify the launch. However, the team is satisfied with the altitude reached
of 5,564 feet, which was 5.37% difference of 5,280 ft.

3. Payload Summary

Figure 6: The Payload Section upon Landing

The vehicle had two trackers implemented: one within the fin can & transition and the
other one in the rover deployment electronics sled. Both trackers were functional and had
communication during flight. However, some time after the vehicle was landed, the tracker used
in the payload section quit receiving signal. The first three scenarios the team suggested were
that maybe the tracker’s signal was blocked by the landscape, interference by other trackers, or it
received some damage. Fortunately, the tracker placed in the transition was functional and the
recovery team decided to use that tracker to try to locate the position of the payload. From
previous launches of Big Bear, the team knew that the payload section would most likely land
20-50 feet apart from each other. As we approached the rocket, fragments of payload section
could be seen from a distance as shown in the figure above. Unfortunately, our payload section
became separated from its parachute at approximately at 500-700 feet. The team believes shear
pins had a preload forced applied during assembly of the sections and during takeoff. The impact
from the energetics deployed at 700 feet caused the weakened shear pins to shear completely
resulting in the reaming payload section to detach from the remaining airframe and parachute.
The nose cone, compressed spring, rover deployment electronics, and rover landed where the
trees met the tilled land. The parachute with part of the airframe landed in the trees
approximately 30 feet from the fin can also.

3.1 Scientific Value and Experiment

Figure 7: CAD Drawing of Lil’ Bear

The Lil’ Bear rover is a design that experiments with an unconventional approach to how
rovers are designed. This spherically designed rover offers strong protection of hardware from
the external environment, which addresses a concern that is of high significance in real space
exploration operations. The shape of the design is ideal for deflecting the kinetic energy carried
by debris, protection from dust from interfering with the more sensitive equipment, and offering
protection from environmental situations where potentially damaging gases may be an issue.
Since it is spherically designed, this provides more efficient use of the space and ease of
obtaining an upright orientation of the rover upon landing. Another advantage of the design is the
ability to have complete control of the environment in which enclosed hardware and electronics
are housed. A potential disadvantage that has been taken into consideration is the rover's ability
to maintain traction in unfavorable terrain.
One of the requirements for the NASA USLI 2017-18 project involved a moveable
vehicle that was to move five feet in any direction and deploy its solar panels. The BEAR team
chose to go with a rover design system similar to BB-8 in Stars Wars but without a head. The
rover is placed inside a transparent shell allowing light to easily reach the two mounted
photoresistors. Immediately following rover deployment, the prespecified light levels are
detected by the photoresistors, enabling the two mounted motors to rotate and begin obtaining an
upright orientation and programmed direction of the rover. The targeted goal was to reach a
minimum distance of five feet. In efforts to ensure that this goal was obtained, the team
optimized code, optimized mechanical design, and conducted extensive testing to ensure the five
feet distance was reached. Also, an accelerometer was integrated into the rover to help measure
distance traveled and provide information about when the rover has reached the target goal.

Figure 8: CAD of Solar Panel Deployment

The last objective requirement for this project was to deploy solar panels once the rover
has reached the targeted distance. The motors that control the left and right wheels stop moving
and the third motor, Solar panel deployment motor, is to rotate the 3D printed geared spool,
causing the deployment strings to travel over the string guide rollers and coil around the spool.
This results in the solar panels unfolding 90 degrees from the initial position.

3.2 Results

Figure 9: Remaining of Electronics and Lil’ Bear

As the payload free fell, components such as the nose cone, spring, rover housing, and
deployment electronics sled received minimal damage. However, the tracker was damaged
severely and was not operational. The mosfet soldered to the PCB detached on impact, resulting
in the burn wire circuit being non-operational. The signal for Xbee-Arduino communications
demonstrated handshaking as we approached the nose cone. Unfortunately, since the burn wire
circuit was not functional, positive communication was moot. The front rover housing, excluding
the rover, landed at separate locations from that of Lil’ Bear (rover). We think that, during free
fall, the front rover housing fell with the rover exposed at the top of the housing. During this
time, 3.5” of the rover would be exposed with 1.75” sitting in the housing. Upon impact, the
recoil from the ground projected the rover out of the housing and into the air, 15 feet away from
the front payload section. The damage of Lil’ Bear during impact was serious, and the bottom
half of acrylic rover shell received the most damage while the upper half had a few cracks. The
3D printed rover frame was broken which caused the battery holders to break and hang freely. In
addition, after taking the rover apart, the two LiPo batteries were damaged to the point where

they were no longer rechargeable. The Arduino Uno and motor shield terminals were bent, but
only the motor shield was functional. The solar deployment platform was slightly curved, yet the
platform could still be reused. One of the solar panels separated from the platform. However, the
fishing line attached to the solar panels was still intact. Fortunately, all three motors integrated to
Lil’ Bear are still functional, and the rover was completely reconstructed due to 3D printing. This
damage is consistent with an impact on the ground from within the housing initially and then
projected out from the top of the front housing, not a ballistic splatter pattern from 700 feet
which would have occurred if the rover was free of the front payload housing.

3.3 Visual Observations and Testing
Due to shear pin failure, the team was unable to conduct any observation of our payload.
Therefore, no analysis could be conducted upon landing. The following
video,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuOBuuUgBV4&feature=youtu.be , shows what the
rover was supposed to do after deployment. The rover was intended to detect obstacles by
ramming them, using accelerometer values to measure the velocity to be 0, and then turning. The
plan was that it would stop moving after accelerometer values were used to calculate a
displacement of five feet. Unfortunately, rover movement was never ideal, and so a different
method was used. The rover rolled straight for some period of time and then turned. It repeated
this task for several iterations and the stopped. After the code executed the travel movement, it
could deploy solar panels by rotating the third motor using the spool-gear mechanism,
demonstrated in the following video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eKP3x0J88s&feature=youtu.be.

4. Project Summaries
4.1 Experience and Lessons Learned
Overall, the experience of USLI and the work that was done was valuable and successful.
As a team we showed that we can create and implement designs that other teams may have been
unsure of how to implement or afraid to try. This uniqueness has been important to the team and
greatly influenced the designs. In addition, the project demonstrated that Lenoir-Rhyne
University program can compete with bigger and more science focused universities despite a
small budget and limited resources.
As a first year team, expectations were low for the project but hopes were high. Given the
size of the university and the emphasis on the arts here, funding, internal support, and manpower
were less than desirable. The team attempted to build a rocket, spherical rover, and spring
separation system with a budget of under $6000. The result was somewhat different from what
was intended. However, seeing the rocket and other systems that have been designed over the
past year has excited the team, students, faculty, and the Hickory community. Since the launch
the team has spent time launching smaller rockets and presenting the project at various events at
school. Overall the experience on the team is viewed as positive, with many team members
wanting to participate again next year.

The team’s most memorable experiences were at the rocket fair and launch day. Seeing
other teams’ projects, showed that the work done was comparable to others’ and competitive.
Teams were interested in the spherical rover, which was distinctly different from the other rovers
at the fair. Spring separation was also a new concept among the other teams.
One lesson learned was that building needs to start earlier, as well as documentation. No
matter how much effort goes into the design, there are always unexpected problems to face that
will not be apparent during the design phase. One of these problems was spring separation. The
amount of force needed to separate the housing on the ground was more than the team had
predicted, so a different spring was ordered after construction to apply more force. Issues such as
this slowed the integration of some systems, so an earlier start on this project phase is needed for
future projects.
Also, the team learned a lot about testing. The only testing that was conducted and that
mattered was testing that extremely similar to the conditions that would exist on launch day.
Extra testing was largely irrelevant unless it made testing less expensive, which it rarely did.
Rover testing started on the floor inside of the science building. The rover moved well in the
building, and though the team knew that the surface outside would be harder to roll on, the team
assumed that the hallway trial held some value. This caused further problems when testing
started outside. The rover moved poorly and experienced traction problems not shown in the
indoor testing. For future projects, the team will remember that the most realistic test settings are
the only reliable way to know how successful products are.

4.2 Engagement Summary
During the competition, the team completed four educational engagement activities. These
events included a presentation at Catawba Science Center for Engineering Day, a presentation to
a class from West Iredell High School, participation in East Alexander Middle School’s annual
Rocket Day, and a presentation at STEM Day at Celeste Hinkel Elementary School. The ages we
presented to ranged from elementary school 3rd grade students to high school seniors. In sum,
we interacted directly or indirectly with 370 students.
Many of the educational engagements were presentations. During these, the team would
bring whatever rocket components that had been constructed to show to the group. Since this was
before CDR, the full scale rocket had not been constructed. However, the team was able to show
the half scale, other rockets that the team launched, and some electronics. The team also gave a
brief summary of the history and physics of rocketry at a level appropriate for the audience that
was present.
The team feels that educational engagements were an exciting opportunity to show people
outside of the university what kinds of projects that can be done after high school. It felt good to
have people interested in the work that was done.
Since launch day, the team has continued to do educational engagements on campus. The
team presented at the Symposium On Undergraduate Research and Creative Expression

(SOURCE) held on campus every year and is currently preparing for a 50 minute presentation on
Wednesday covering the entire project and the engineering process.

4.3 Budget Summary
Category

Totals

Shipping/handling

Taxes

Electronics

$1,602.00

$80.01

$112.14

Rocket Components

$1,931.00

$117.6

$164.64

Subscale

$285.00

$14.25

$20.95

Miscellaneous Expenses

$250.00

$12.50

$18.38

Payload

$583.00

$29.15

$42.85

Safety

$120.00

$6.00

$8.82

Travel

$3,285.00

N/A

$229.95

Total Project
Cost

$8,913.23

The total projected budget was $8,913.23, the table above shows the amount projected for
each category. The team allocated their funds from The North Carolina Space Grant which
granted $5,000. Dr. Knight, the team mentor, had a previous grant of $2,500 to contribute to the
project. The team conducted one fundraiser where the team raffled an Amazon Echo and Dot
which covered $400. When the team was accepted to the USLI competition, they started a
rocketry club (Ballooning, Electronics, And Rocketry or BEAR Club) at the university which in
return granted a $1,000 grant. Furthermore, local businesses in Hickory, NC donated $350 for
travel expenses. This brings the total project funds to $9,250 which exceeds the necessary costs.
The remaining amount of $336.77 will contribute to next year’s project or the BEAR Club.

